
Propositions for this thesis 

Rejection, Desensitization, and Tissue Preservation in Male Urogenital Allotransplantation 
 

 
1. In rat penile tissue, the skin is a reliable sentinel for rejection of the entire graft. (this thesis) 

 
2. In rats, an autologous stem cell transplant is able to fully mitigate accelerated graft rejection 

for sensitized recipients of a hind-limb transplant. (this thesis) 
 

3. High subzero graft preservation using peptoid-based solutions enables rat penile graft 
preservation for a duration (72h) that enables long-distance organ sharing when translated 
to human transplants. (this thesis) 
 

4. High subzero graft preservation techniques have the best chance of wide application across 
different hospital settings for preservation of grafts. (this thesis) 
 

5. A patient’s capacity to adhere to treatment protocols is essential for both transplant function 
and long term transplant survival. (this thesis) 
 

6. A team that is diverse in terms of gender, culture, thinking,  and ethnicity is more successful 
and makes more money. Surgery departments should take this into account when hiring 
staff. (Gompers and Kovvali, 2018, https://hbr.org/2018/07/the-other-diversity-dividend) 
 

7. The Covid-19 pandemic proves that most human brains are incapable of comprehending 
exponential growth. (Lammers, PNAS 2020, https://www.pnas.org/content/117/28/16264) 
 

8. We have not encountered extra-terrestrial life because intelligent species destroy 
themselves before they are able to leave their solar systems. (Haqq-Misra, 2020, 
https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/ast.2019.2154)  
 

9. To prevent  collapse of the socialized healthcare system the incentives provided by the living 
environment must be changed to promote healthy living in all socioeconomic groups. (Popkin 
2018, https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/obr.12694; Lyn 2019 
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13679-019-00358-w)  

 
10. Though current global warming acceleration is human-caused, the scale and pervasiveness of 

the phenomenon and the vast timescale it occurs on make it impossible for a human brain to 
fully comprehend.  Global warming will only truly be addressed when the effects are 
personally felt by all. (Morton; Hyperobjects, Philosophy and Ecology After the End of the 
World, 2013) 

 
11. I am very poorly today and very stupid and hate everybody and everything. One lives only to 

make blunders. (Charles Darwin; letter to Charles Lyell, October 1st, 1861) 
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